
The aim of the posters is to get across the idea that physics expands our horizons and 
deepens both our understanding and our wonder of the natural world. It gives us access to 
new ways of experiencing the world. It allows us to see the world differently. 

The posters convey these ideas through: 

•  The illustrations – which are attractive, intriguing, deep and revelatory. 

•  The ink technology – which reveals new pictures when the conditions change. The 
posters transform in the dark, under UV light or when they are heated up. 

Each poster illustrates and emphasises at least one aspect of seeing the 
world differently. 

These include:

•  In a literal sense: physics has provided us with views and images that we couldn’t get 
with our naked eye. For example, images from microscopes and telescopes; images from 
space or from inside the body; and processed images from seismographs, cardiographs 
and infrared cameras.

•  In a metaphorical sense: physics encourages and engenders an approach of looking 
at the world differently; it opens our eyes and lets us take a different view of the way the 
world works.

•  By modelling: physicists represent and interpret the physical world using predictive 
models – from fi elds and force arrows through ray optics to mathematical representations 
of the weather and subatomic particles, there is an invisible, modelled realm that allows 
them to see the world differently.

For students
www.physics.org/world

For teachers
www.talkphysics.org
Search for ”see the world”

We are hugely indebted to the talent, patience and generosity of the illustrator Joe Alterio. 
You can see more of his work at www.joealterio.com.

The ideas for these posters arose out of some original work carried out by Greg Rowland on 
the symbolism and perception of physics. www.semiotic.co.uk

Richard Seymour, Joe and Greg conceived the idea of using special inks to engage children 
with the posters.

The themes and stories within the posters were developed by Joe Alterio, Clare Thomson, 
Taj Bhutta, Edwin Millar and Charles Tracy.  

A series of hi-tech, interactive posters from the 
Institute of Physics to illustrate the wonder and awe that physics 

can inspire by allowing people to see the world differently



The technology
This poster uses fl uorescent ink to reveal an additional 
image when you shine a UV torch or lamp at it. This 
produces a composite picture showing the magnetic fi eld 
lines around the Earth. 

The technology
This poster uses luminescent 
ink; the basic image is visible 
in daylight but a different 
image becomes visible in the 
dark. It is worth displaying it 
in a place that can be made 
completely dark (or wait until 
winter afternoons).

The technology
This poster uses a thermal ink to reveal new pictures when 
it is heated up. When you warm the black thermal ink (with 
your hand or maybe a hairdryer) it becomes transparent, 
revealing the picture below. This ink is designed to become 
transparent at 22 °C.

Narrative 
The child in the fi rst picture is using a telescope to look up at the Moon and, we might 
imagine, dreaming of travelling there.

 The telescope allows her to literally see the Moon differently – revealing features that are 
invisible to the naked eye. Consequently, like Galileo, she will modify her view of the way the 
world works – she will see it differently based on her new knowledge.

 In the dark, we see the same person and a similar vista but the viewpoint is reversed – we are 
looking at the Earth in the Moon’s sky. We, like the astronaut, are seeing it very differently. 

Additionally, once the child has experienced this vista, her view of the world will never be 
quite the same. Indeed, pictures of the “Earth rise”, sent back from Apollo 8, changed 
our collective view of ourselves and our world – making us more aware of our planet’s 
vulnerability, its slightness and our privilege of fi nding ourselves on it. The advances that 
allowed this literal and metaphorical shift in viewpoint came from physics.

Hints
•  Quick changes from light to dark are most effective.

• You can “pump” up the ink using a UV light.

•  You can discuss the impact of the early “Earth rise” pictures (which are easily found 
on the web).

Narrative
The poster shows a view of the Earth from space. This is the sort of view that we would get 
from a weather satellite – seeing the world differently – from high up in the sky. The satellite 
in the picture is one of a number of modern magnetosphere satellites that measure the 
magnetic fi eld around the Earth. The way that these satellites “see” the Earth is different 
again – it “sees” the magnetosphere (which you can reveal using a UV light or torch).

Physicists use the magnetosphere to create a model of the Earth’s magnetisation. They 
use the model to see the world differently. In this case, we see a very simplifi ed model of 
the Earth as a bar magnet. In effect, the UV light allows us to put on our “magnetic fi eld 
spectacles” to see the previously invisible fi eld and to reveal the model.

 If you use a UV torch to gradually reveal the fl uorescent image, then you can relate this 
to the way that the satellite will uncover sections of the magnetic fi eld to build up the 
complete picture.

Hints
•  You can get inexpensive UV torches from the web.

•  There is an interesting discussion to be had about why the North Pole is the south pole of 
a magnet (see Classroom Physics 13 June, available on talkphysics.org).

•  It is worth discussing the importance of the magnetosphere in protecting 
(and allowing) life.

Narrative
This poster allows for an open-ended discussion about different developments in physics 
that have allowed us to see:  

•  More clearly (using spectacles): through our understanding of light, focusing and vision.

•  Inside our bodies (using X-rays and MRI): imaging techniques that were developed by 
physicists in the 20th century.

•  Further (using a telescope): from Galileo to Hubble.

•  Smaller (using a microscope): from Hooke to modern electron microscopes.

•  How bats get an image of their environments (using ultrasound).

•  The way that gravity works using models, force arrows and a mathematical representation 
of a universal law.

Hints
• The thermal ink is designed to turn transparent at 22 °C. 

•  Keep the poster in a cool place in the summer. Sunlight may make the ink 
turn transparent.

• In winter, it can be hard to trigger the ink (you are having to heat up the cold wall behind). 
It helps to mount the poster on an insulating pin board.


